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Abstract 

Before vehicles that go to sale for public it goes through many stages of testing in different 
fields. All types of pre-production cars are the vehicles that come after prototypes which 
allow the OEM to find out possible issues by running different categories of tests. One of the 
most important fields of test is regarding safety. When it comes to autonomous cars, where 
safety is crucial, the number of tests to carry out, time for handling them and their complexity 
is increased. To reduce costs, complexity and time some of them might be simulated. After 
the analysis is done the cars have to be tested in real time to collect more data, not only from 
car sensors but also through observation from the tests filmed. This thesis contains an 
overview of whole project leading to develop an autonomous platform, driving after 
autonomous car and controlled by simulation environment and solving major issues of the 
project. 

The filming of autonomous cars remotely had two major issues. One of the issues was to 
integrate all the different software and platforms. The trajectories of the autonomous cars 
were controlled in different software and the trajectories of the RC were managed in different 
software. The solution to integrate all the software and platforms is shown in this thesis. 

The second issue was to make the RC car to follow the waypoints that are generated by 
simulation and by communicating with real car using a PID controller. The project is 
prepared for future improvements, like installing a camera to the RC car which will follow 
predefined test independently. 
 
Keywords: driverless, Matlab/Simulink, object following, remote controlled 
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1. Introduction 

In the beginning of the chapter, the background contains the main ideas behind the 
autonomous filming of test cars. In the next part the related works are mentioned. The last 
part outlines each chapter of the work. 

1.1. Background 

Vehicles that go to sale for public goes through many testing in the field of safety, security, 
performance and others. The pre-production cars are the models that come after the 
prototypes; allow the automaker to find out possible error and problems. This is an important 
phase as these tests result in consumer’s standards and level up against competitors. When it 
comes to autonomous cars, the number of test conducted to analyse how the car reacts in each 
environment is essential. Sensor readings, plotting the efficiency are one of the main methods 
of analysing. These tests have to be filmed for future analysis and references. 

 

Figure 1.1. Crash test conducted in Volvo using static filming method [2]. 

In Figure 1.1, a static filming method is shown where the cameras are fixed. During certain 
tests no one is allowed to enter the environment where the car is tested. To avoid any injuries 
and accident, the filming of the test scenario is always restricted to the static filming method. 
These restrictions have to be overcome for autonomous vehicles where a certain static 
filming may fail to provide the required information [3]. 

In the static filming method, the camera is either attached to the car or fixed exteriorly. The 
method where the camera should be attached to the car is based on the type of test. The 
camera is fixed outside the car in the environment; it is usually the place of collision or at the 
point of interest. The static methods have restriction to film only in a certain degree of 
freedom.   
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The challenge would be to film the car alongside during the testing. In many cases people can 
record this from another car running parallel in a safe distance from the car, but this method 
is not safe enough to avoid injuries [2]. When the camera is attached to the car there is a lot 
of damage to the camera as well. Many prototypes should be tested several times for several 
tests. Replacing or repairing the camera every time is not economically reasoned. 

 

Figure 1.2. Autonomous vehicles [4]. 

Now in the era of autonomous vehicles (Figure 1.2), Volvo Cars has decided to make its test 
track autonomous to check the autonomous vehicles. Volvo Cars is planning to have full 
control over the test tracks so that no one would be injured during the action. The 
autonomous vehicles have to be tested to check if they make the correct decision when the 
soft targets mimic the disturbances that can be found in a real life scenario. The movement of 
the soft targets that mimic the disturbance of the cars are also controlled from the server, to 
have more controlled tests environments for autonomous cars. The autonomous filming of 
test cars is a subdivision of this project [5].  

The moment of Vehicle Under Test (VUT), soft targets and the Remote Controlled (RC) car, 
which is used to film the VUT is connected to the server and controlled by Simulation 
Platform for Active Safety (SPAS). SPAS controls the trajectory for all dynamic components 
of the test track. Having control over all the disturbance in the test track, the RC car used to 
film the VUT can also be operated autonomously. The whole system is close looped. Both 
VUT and RC have GPS, which sends back the information about the position, speed, heading 
and other parameters.  

The restrictions of static filming of test cars can be solved. The controlled moment of the RC 
car can give more realistic videos of the test cars for the Test Engineers to analyse the 
environment.  
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The project “Autonomous Filming of Test Cars” has various contributions. The hardware of 
the car was bought from LOSI [6]. The car has be modified by Benjamin Vedder [7]. This 
part of the project is a developed for of a project called Gulliver [1]. The SPAS has been 
developed by Volvo cars. The integration of all the above mentioned parts to create an 
autonomous RC car that can film the VUT is the main scope of the thesis work. 

1.2. What happens in autonomous cars world 

Many companies in the world are working on autonomous vehicles. One of them is Waymo. 
It began as the Google self-driving car project in 2009. Since then it  became a self-driving 
technology company, which drove more than 4 billion of simulated kilometres just in 2017, 
40 000 autonomously driven kilometres per day [8]. 
Another company working on autonomous vehicles is Tesla, which is one of the main 
competitor of Volvo Cars Corporation when it comes to autonomous cars. Its CEO, Elon 
Musk, says that Tesla cars will be able to drive from Los Angeles to New York City on 
autopilot by 2018. On autopilot means that they will have ability to drive autonomously in 
some scenarios, regulate speed, change lanes and even park without driver help [9]. 
One of start-ups trying to deliver different approach of autonomously driving cars is Nuro. Its 
car has been designed such that a human will never sit inside. First vehicle of this company is 
called R-1. It is fully electric, has two compartments and might be used to transport groceries, 
baggage or deliver food [10]. 
Kodiak Robotics is a start-up which has plans to build affordable aftermarket system which 
might be bold onto existing trucks [11]. It might be a competitor for Volvo Trucks 
Corporation and its Vera. Vera is an autonomous, electric vehicle that can operate with 
significantly less exhaust emissions and low noise levels. It is controlled and monitored 
via a control centre, and has the potential to make transportation safer, cleaner and more 
efficient [12]. 

1.3. Review of previous Projects and Related work 

The type of automation system we are dealing with here is an Electrical Control System. The 
system has to be identified, modelled and implemented. The main components should consist 
of the Decision Making system and Control System. Here the RC car and VUT are the plants 
and the feedback signals would be the position of the cars. The input signals are of two levels 
one is the desired waypoints defined by the coordinates x and y. The control law can be given 
for both input signals. The basic studies of automation were required for the project that has 
been discussed here. The Gulliver Project is the base project of the thesis. It was done by 
students from Chalmers University of technology collaborating with Volvo Cars Corporation. 

1.3.1. Gulliver Project 

The main goal of Gulliver project was to create a miniature vehicle that can be used to 
monitor complex traffic scenarios. The vehicle used in this project is 1:8 scale RC cars. The 
key features of this project are: a localisation, which has to be accurate enough to make it 
autonomous; recording the path of travel; and downloading the routes for the vehicle. There 
was a parallel project to improve the localisation improving the algorithm for the position 
estimation. Kalman filter was used in this project to improve the accuracy [1]. The Gulliver 
project has also used a self-made motor controller. The project was carried out in a way that 
both the software and hardware will be able to navigate in real-time trajectories [1]. Motion 
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planning for the Gulliver project consists of a set of way points called as trajectories. The 
vehicle can make decision on hot to travel to the next way point based on the current position 
[1]. The path is optimised from all available routes to reduce the cost function. It also has a 
GUI to control the RC car using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) from a computer. The 
GUI was created in Qt Creator.  

The previous work by Benjamin Vedder in Gulliver is the basic layer of the hardware. The 
project Gulliver was modified for Autonomous Filming of Test Car (AFTC) project. The 
VESC was updated to give even more accuracy [7]. The speed controller handles the task of 
running the motors at certain speed that has been calculated according to the next waypoint. 
A Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller is used. 

The main controller of the Gulliver project consists of algorithms for localization and 
navigation.  These algorithms determine the position of the vehicle which is updated by a 
tachometer and steering servo. There is the driving algorithm which is called approximately 
100 times per second. In each execution of the software, the speed and the steering set point 
is updated [7]. There are other algorithms which are the part of main controller in Gulliver 
such as the lane changing algorithm and adaptive cruise control. Gulliver project worked well 
with a simple traffic scenario. 

1.3.2. SPAS project 

In the second part of the work, SPAS places the important part for controlling the VUT, soft 
targets used in test track. This was initially called Volvo Cars Traffic Simulator (VCTS). It 
was designed to test active safety functions then it was extended to test normal driving 
support functions and Autonomous Driving cars. It was designed to run simulations on the 
desktop computers and then in clusters. The VCTS, which has evolved into SPAS has models 
representing the actual components of the vehicle.  

 

Figure 1.3. Steer by SPAS architecture [13]. 
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The accuracy of the models helps to improve the accuracy of the simulation results. Steer by 
SPAS was another project, which tried to integrate the SPAS simulation environment to 
Vehicle Under Test (VUT). Figure 1.3 explains how SPAS sends trajectories to all the 
dynamic elements in a manner no accident or faulty operation occurs. The model of each 
element is synchronised. The trajectory generation unit for each model is available. The 
controller for the vehicle models is also present. When the simulation shows optimum results, 
it is uploaded to the vehicles. One of the main parts is to create the trajectories in such a way 
there will not be any collision. Then the end result will be synchronised with the environment 
for testing autonomous vehicles. 

The controllers used for each object have to be tuned in perfect way to follow the given 
trajectories and the realistic results are based upon how good the modelling of each object has 
been made. These simulations are used as input signal for predicting the future state of each 
object. The real time state of each object is also given as a feedback. So updating the 
trajectory generation unit with real time states of each object and using the predicted future 
state, the trajectory generation accuracy is improved. There are a lot of control algorithms 
that can be used. The flexibility of SPAS allows to design an own trajectory method and 
controllers for each object. The independent system for each object allows different people to 
work on it simultaneously but still be connected with other objects and systems. This 
integration property of SPAS allows engineers to develop their own tasks and hence improve 
the overall efficiency of SPAS that would improve the environment for testing the 
autonomous cars. 

The RC car that is added to the testing environment is also added to SPAS as an object. The 
trajectory generation, controller and modelling the RC car for simulation is done independent 
but still connected with the main system. The objects that are to be filmed are connected to 
the RC generation block by taking the required parameters from those objects. The flexibility 
of SPAS and rigid hardware software interface by Benjamin Vedder has setup the place for 
the AFTC project to grow. 

1.4. Related Studies 

This part of the chapter covers the important subjects that were revised and used for the 
project. The important courses from Automation and Robotics like modelling and 
identification, robotics, control theory, computer decision and support system was used in 
this Project. Apart from the academic courses few important chapters in each courses where 
revised and learnt. 

1.4.1. Electronic speed controller 

The next article explains the theory behind Electronic Speed Controller (ESC). How different 
type of motors are connected to the circuit that controls the speed [14]. This article explains 
the fundamentals of the ESC used in RC car to control the motors. Understanding the 
hardware from the root helps us to create a trajectory based on the end actuators. The next 
article is a forum by Benjamin Vedder which helps us to understand the modification the 
author has done to get an efficient ESC [15]. This article explains how the Brush Less Direct 
Current (BLDC) motor is controlled using STM32F4 microcontroller with ChibiOS/RT. It is 
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possible to obtain the good control over trajectory generation by understanding how the end 
actuators i.e. the motor controller and the speed controller work.  

1.4.2. Modelling and identification 

Most of the components here are either “grey box” or “black box”. The system has to 
identified, modelled, estimated and validated. The scenario where RC and VTU are used has 
to be modelled as well. The Linear Parameter Identification techniques is studied and used 
for modelling the environment, the kinematic motion of the RC and  the VUT [14]. 

1.4.3. Motion planning 

In modelling a motion for robotics an executable trajectory has to be built. Motion planning 
in dynamic environment has obstacles that can change over the time. Since the environment 
is known the motion planning is more concerned to be a Dynamic, known environment. The 
degree of freedom and constraints and other important chapters of motion planning was 
studied [16]. The detailed motion controlled algorithms [17]  and Planning algorithm [18] are 
a guide on the techniques that is used in the thesis. 

1.4.4. Control Algorithm 

Controlling the actuators in real time according to the trajectories built is another hard topic 
where few basics have to be studied. This will be helpful in low level control and high level 
control. The controller which was used in RC car and the controller used in building 
trajectories is based on the studies from the book Algorithms and Architectures for real time 
control [19]. 

1.4.5. Control and decision support system  

Making Decision within a complex environment or system is often difficult. The main 
judgement and decision made my humans are better but definitely not the best at times. 
Model Based Management System (MBMS) is studied in detail. The decision algorithm is 
important to handle the input and output which can be furthered controlled or optimised 
based on the application [16]. 

1.4.6. Network and communication 

The AFTC is a part of a big system so each sub parts of AFTC is created using different 
applications and hardware. It is important to have a basic knowledge on how communication 
works between the application and between the hardware. Since this is real time application 
the communication has to be synchronised and reliable fore real time applications. A general 
outlook of this subject was done from Theories of Communication Networks [19] and 
analysed the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) which was used in the thesis. 

1.4.7. GUI 

The GUI that was developed by Benjamin Vedder using Qt Creator framework was also used 
in AFTC to visualise the generated route and real time path of the RC car. To do the 
modifications in the GUI certain chapters was referred from the book C++ GUI programming 
with QT4 [20]. Certain chapters like visualising maps, creating custom widgets, 
implementing application functionality, 2D graphics were useful to create the GUI. This GUI 
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is mainly built so that in future the offset range of the RC car to the VUT can be manually 
controlled in necessary time by the user. 

The most important part of studies related to AFTC was studying the environment and the 
tools used from the previous and related works. 

1.5. Outline of Thesis 

The Thesis methodology chapter explains what problem is to be solved, how the thesis is 
delimiting and what the assumptions of the project are. It contains problem statement, scope 
and thesis contribution.  

The Hardware specifies the components that are used in the RC car, hardware used for 
wireless transmissions and their specifications. The chapter explains more about how the 
specifications of the hardware are chosen to match the thesis solution. The Software and 
environment chapter specifies the environment, explains different tools that were used. It 
gives detailed information of why the software was chosen differently. Communication 
between different software and hardware chapter explains how the communication was 
established between different programs and hardware. It explains in detail on the 
communication protocols that have been used. Modification in environment and the 
Algorithm and adaptation chapters talks about modelling of solution and the RC. It explains 
in detail about the designing of the decision support system. The chapter also explains the 
algorithm used for planning the trajectory of RC car and Control systems that is used in the 
project.  

In the end, the Validation and result analysis chapter explains how the test has been carried 
out and the interpretation of the results. Finally the chapter titled Conclusions and future 
work describes the possibilities of improving the autonomous function of filming the test 
tracks. 
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2. Thesis methodology 

In this chapter, the problem statement is explained and the research questions are defined. In 
the following subsection, the objectives and scope of the thesis work are presented. It 
contains also other aspects such as delimitations and assumptions regarding the thesis work. 
In the last point, the main contributions and the division of the work between authors are 
described. 

2.1. Problem statement 

In modern days many of the cars are turning to be autonomous, Volvo Cars Corporation 
extended their interest in autonomous systems including their test environment. Today all the 
testing are equipped with the manual cars and people to film a test scenario. The project 
called as Gulliver is extended to serve the requirements. Volvo Cars have dedicated few 
projects just to make the testing environment automated. We have to receive and send 
information between various tools to develop a closed loop system in a complex system. One 
of the problems is the software and tools are not integrated to communicate with each other. 

The second problem is that the RC car does not have an automatically generated trajectory 
and a decision support system to follow the VUT. The constraint added to the problem is that 
it should also work in real time and especially when RC car is filming the test cars. 

Based on these problems, two research questions are defined for the thesis work: 

1. How Matlab/Simulink, RC Car Tool and RC Car transceiver can communicate with each 
other to generate the waypoints for RC car in real time? 

It shall be possible to use User Datagram Protocol to communicate between Matlab/ 
Simulink, RC Car Tool and RC hardware in real time. 

2.  What controller can be used to create trajectories for the RC car so that it can follow the 
VUT? 

It shall be possible to generate the trajectories automatically to the RC Car by developing a 
closed system with a PID controller.    
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2.2. Scope of thesis work 

The software to control the RC car, was written in C++ and the GUI was created using Qt 
Creator. This should be integrated with the SPAS. The modified software should have the 
main feature like automatic generation of waypoints. The modification that should be made is 
the main part of the thesis work. This comes under the main idea to make all the test vehicles, 
obstacles and other soft targets to move autonomously. Then the filming of the tests will be 
autonomous. It is done in this way to avoid any human presence in the test track. This thesis 
will develop a code that can generate waypoints for the RC car that will carry a camera 
according to the big cars trajectories and merge the applications, which were built separately 
in different environments. 

The problems mentioned in the Problem statement causes the necessity to modify the codes 
to create the flexibility to communicate with different applications used in the project to 
generate the waypoints. On this stage, it is assumed that a trajectories can be generated that 
would be enough to handle a test environment where almost all the obstacles are known. 

In part of the work responsible for autonomous filming, more attention is to be devoted to the 
input signals to the controller in RC Car Tool. The work involves high level control to select 
the most apt waypoints for the RC car. Almost no additional optimization is required in the 
initial stage, since there is no cost function like minimum distance or less fuel. Due to this an 
algorithm was developed to generate the perfect waypoints according to the big car is 
required in this work. As the waypoints are responsible to handle the navigation of the RC 
car, the prediction of VUT state and real time position of VUT, RC car is required to generate 
the waypoints for RC car. To achieve the best and efficient waypoints for the RC car, the 
work in this thesis has to be based on real time measurements. The accuracy of the GPS, 
SPAS and other available works made by Volvo Cars are used to give the best output. 

2.3. Main contribution and division of the work 

The main contributions, according to the person responsible for them, are listed below in a 
chronological order. 

The first contribution, which is analysing the requirements of the project, was done by both 
authors. The ideology, environment and the tools used including the RC car and the RC Car 
Tool along with the concept behind the SPAS were analysed by both the authors. Mr Damian 
Dziadak analysed the hardware parts of the RC car and the low level control of the system. 
The work done under this contribution was used to develop the higher level of control. 

Mr. Suriya Prasanna Bhubalan handled the problem of running the RC Car Tool in Windows 
as it was developed in Linux. The software dependency issues were fixed by Mr. Damian 
Dziadak. Mr Bhubalan handled the problem of connecting Matlab and RC Car Tool by using 
UDP.  

Both authors contributed in creating the closed loop system that consists of a PID controller 
to generate the waypoints was designed by both authors. Then closed system was tested in the 
simulation software by both authors. 

The authors created the algorithm that creates an offset for RC car from the VUT in closed 
loop system with Simulink/Matlab and streamed to RC Car Tool, which converts these 
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waypoints to payload and send this as a packet to the mote, which sends it further to the RC 
hardware controller.  

The testing of the algorithm in real time was done by both authors. 

One of the add-on features was to create plots to analyse the system, animate the simulation 
and modification of the GUI to make it more efficient and easy for the Test Engineers which 
was done by both authors with equal effort. 
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3. Solution  

The smooth flow of communication between different platforms makes the project more rigid 
and flexible to integrate or modify it in different parts of the process.  

 

Figure 3.1. Outline of the thesis 

Figure 3.1 shows how the communication between different tools has been made by the 
authors. 

   

Figure 3.2. Solution overview 

Figure 3.2 explains the general ideology behind the solution. The trajectories are 
communicated from the application to the RC base on its input from the test vehicles. 
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Figure 3.3. Detail structure of the Project 
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Figure 3.3 shows how the communication of data flows in a closed loop system. SPAS 
trajectory planner and create trajectory blocks shown in the figure 3.3 is the decision making 
system. From the above diagram the sending and receiving of data between different tools 
can be visualised. 
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4. Hardware 

The main hardware that is involved is the RC car and its remote. This was updated and 
modified according to our thesis. 

4.1. Audi R8 LMS Ultra FIA-GT3 BL RTR AVC: 1/6 AWD 

The RC car was created by Belgian W-racing team. This RC was selected for its speed that is 
required to run along the VUT. The RC included Active Vehicle Control (AVC) technology 
that will provide the needed stability at the maximum speed. 

4.1.1. Description of original RC 

 The RC car in Figure 4.1 was created for GT3 class racing to compete with the bests. In this 
project is used to help Volvo compete with the best in another discipline – autonomous drive. 

 

Figure 4.1 RC Car model used in the project [6]. 

Model has 1200 Kv brushless motor and powerful 160 A ESC (visible in figure 4.2). Thanks 
to this, car’s top speed is 100 km/h, which is perfect for a platform used in autonomous cars 
tests. 

Other features: 
Type:    Touring Car 
Scale:    1/6 
Length:   32.1 in (814.50 mm) 
Width:   14.2 in (360.85 mm) 
Height:   8.6 in (218.80 mm) 
Ground Clearance:  0.75 in (19 mm) 
Wheelbase:   18.8 in (477.5 mm) 
Weight:   14.25 lb (6.5 kg) 
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Chassis:   3 mm Plate, 6061-T6 Aluminium 
Suspension:   Independent 
Drivetrain:   4WD 
Wheel Size:   Diameter: 3.8 in (96 mm); Width: 1.9 in (48 mm) 
Ball Bearings:   Full Precision Ball Bearings 

 

Figure 4.2 RC Car model without body cover [6]. 

4.1.2. Description of the model 

 

Figure 4.3. Upgraded version of Audi R8 1/6 model 
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1. Stepper motor responsible for turning wheels, 
2. Brushless DC motor (Main motor, BLDC), 
3. Electronic Speed Controller (ESC), 
4. CPU board, 
5. Raspberry PI responsible for GPS, 
6. Voltage converter, 
7. Fuse, 
8. GPS module, 
9. GPS antenna.  

 
Car model used in this project was improved by Benjamin Vedder in collaboration with 
Volvo Cars Corporation and Goteborg Chalmers as a Gulliver project. Improvements (figure 
4.3) consist of using existing components and exchanging or adding new ones. Main motor 
(2) with ESC (3) were changed for ones which are easier to reprogram. CPU board (4) was 
created by Mr.Vedder and is responsible for low level controlling. Raspberry PI (5) with GPS 
module (8) and antenna (9) are responsible for communication with RC Car application and 
positioning. Voltage converter (6) delivers lover voltages needed to supply boards. Fuse (7) is 
used for both protecting electronics and switch on/off whole platform. 

 

Figure 4.4. Upgraded version of Audi R8 1/6 model 

As one of the safety layers there is a ‘low voltage level alarm’ (red circle in figure 4.4) which 
informs user about cell voltage lower than 3.3 V. In green circle there is 70 A fuse. 
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  Figure 4.5. RC Mote for wireless communication 

Responsible for communication from laptop/SPAS side is Mote which is shown in figure 4.4 
(more about in Chapter 6.3). 

4.1.3. Li-Po batteries 

 

Figure 4.6. One of two used Li-Po batteries 

1. Balancer wires connector, 
2. High-current connector. 
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In project we used Lithium-ion polymer battery (Li-Po shown in figure 4.6). It is 
a rechargeable battery of lithium-ion technology. Li-Po cells are affected by same problems 
like in case of overcharge, over-discharge, over-temperature, short circuit and crush and nail 
penetration there is very high probability for catastrophic failure, including the pouch 
rupturing, the electrolyte leaking, and fire. At the best way, after crossing by 2.7 V/cell level 
batteries will be useless. That is one of the reasons why Low Voltage Level Alarm is 
important. 

4.1.4. Low voltage level alarm 

 

Figure 4.7. Low Voltage Level Alarm 

 

Figure 4.8. Alarm connected to Li-Po battery 
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1. Low Voltage Level Alarm plugged to the Li-Po battery, 
2. Li-Po battery’s balancing connector 

Voltage Alarm shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8 shows each cell voltage as well as overall one. 
There is possibility to change values when alarm will be switched on. Stock low voltage level 
is 3.3 V. To stay at safe level, voltage cannot come lower than 2.7 V (recommended ~3.0 V). 
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5. Software and environment 

The software that is involved is spread over different projects. SPAS is developed and used 
by Volvo cars. SPAS use Matlab/Simulink. RC Car Tool was developed by Gulliver project. 
This was created by Qt Creator. The main source code for the thesis was included in SPAS 
architecture and the Qt Creator was adapted and modified according to the thesis demands. 

5.1. SPAS 

SPAS stand for Simulation Platform for Active Safety. Its general structure has shown in 
figure 5.1. This was majorly used by Volvo cars to simulate the hardware and for Software In 
Loop testing (SIL).  
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Figure 5.1. SPAS structure 

5.1.1. Description 

Using this simulation environment it is possible to check many scenarios inter alia for 
autonomous cars including real/virtual soft targets, real/virtual actors and autonomous video 
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filming of tests; simulating different situations on roads, traffics and so on. This paper 
describes RC car, which is one of the Actors (right side of figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.2. Block diagram of control algorithm 

Figure 5.2 shows structure of algorithm used for controlling the RC car. In red box there is 
block responsible for planning the trajectory regarding VUT ones. 
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Figure 5.3. Trajectory planner block diagram 
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In figure 5.3, the green box shows the Matlab file which recalculate VUT position for RC car 
position, using offsets, VUT yow and so on. Block in blue box changes RC car velocity 
regarding to present position situation between cars. 

5.2.RC Car Tool 

RC Car Tool is an application made in Qt Creator which stands between SPAS and RC car 
(figure 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.4. Place of RC Car Tool in whole project 

It is responsible internally for communication over UDP with SPAS and radio 
communication with RC car. It has map where progress of tests can be observed and many 
other features, which will be described in next subchapter. 
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5.2.1. RC Car Tool in windows 

Main window of RC Car Tool is shown in the figure 5.5 below. 

 

Figure 5.5. RC Car Tool main window 
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1. Box to connect/disconnect the Mote, 
2. Adding/removing car, 
3. Tab with a Map. 

After plugging Mote, adding car window like below show up: 

 

Figure 5.6. Car tab in RC Car Tool 
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All crucial buttons of Car tab (figure 5.6) are described below. 

1. Poll data – data from RC Car like MOSFET temperature, batteries voltage level, 
2. Keyboard Control – enables to control RC with keyboard arrows, 
3. Autopilot – enables to control RC with Matlab/Simulink (NOTE: Keyboard Control 

and Autopilot cannot be checked at the same time!), 
4. Update Route From Map – updates RC position on the RC Car Tool map, 
5. Listen UDP – switches on communication over UDP protocol with Matlab/Simulink, 

e.g. enables to send offsets values, 
6. UDP Disconnection button – will stop RC after 1 second after pressing button (will 

happen the same after lost communication between computer and RC), 
7. Joystick – works only under Linux (lack of proper library under Windows), 
8. Control Box – setting parameters for Keyboard Control, e.g. velocity, acceleration, 

speed of turning wheels, 
9. STOP – emergency stop button, will stop RC immediately. 

 

In the figure 5.5 there is a Map tab. Yellow points are called waypoints and can be placed on 
map manually by holding Shift and clicking mouse at some place or generating by 
Matlab/Simulink (in Matlab plots waypoints are represented as blue dots). 
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Figure 5.7. RC Car Tool Map Tab 
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6. Communication between different software and hardware 

One of the major contributions of our thesis to the project is establishing communication 
between different tools and software. This communication is required for the RC Car Tool to 
read the position of the VUT and follow it. 

6.1. Communication from VUT to Simulink 

 

Figure 6.1 RT3000 mounted in a Volvo car [21]. 

The communication setup between vehicle under test and Simulink has been pre-established 
by Volvo Cars Corporation. The inertial ad GPS navigation system that has been used to 
measure the motion, position and orientation should be highly precise without drifting. To 
meet these demands we use RT3000. 

They use Inertial Navigation System (INS) and good quality GPS receiver. It has three 
angular rate sensors (gyros), three servo-grade accelerometers, the GPS receiver and a 
processing unit. The outputs are derived from the measurements of the accelerometers and 
gyros. It has a update rate of 100 Hz and wide bandwidth. 

The measurements are then passed over CAN bus RS232 and Ethernet. The internal 
processing includes the strap down algorithm, Kalman filtering and in-flight alignment 
algorithms. The internal Pentium processor runs QNX real time. 

6.2. Communication from Matlab to Qt Creator 

UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is a connectionless protocol which does not give guarantee of 
delivery, ordering of the pack of data and in case of losing it will not retransmit information. 
That protocol is suitable in cases where error checking is less important than transmission 
speed. That is why it has been used for communication between Matlab/Simulink and RC Car 
Tool.  
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Simulation is able to generate much more waypoints that are necessary to keep RC car going 
smoothly, then even losing few of them is not an issue. Much more important is to receive 
next waypoint as fast as possible to make following with latency as low as possible. 

6.2.1. Setting UDP connection in Simulink 

 

Figure 6.2. UDP communication (receiving) 

To set UDP communication for receiving in Matlab/Simulink (figure 6.2), Local IP port 
26000 has been used with remote IP address as 127.0.0.1 (which is local address).  

 

Figure 6.3. UDP communication (sending) 
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In incoming data packet there are information such as X and Y offsets or NMEA GPS data. 
Sending data from Matlab/Simulink over UDP (figure 6.3) are from Remote IP port with 
remote IP address as 127.0.0.1 (which is local address). In outgoing data there are 
information about waypoints (X, Y parameters and waypoint’s velocity). 

6.2.2. Setting up UDP connection in Qt Creator frame work 

 
 
Void Carinterface::udpListenerData() 
{ 
   while (mUdpListener‐>haspendingDatagrams()) // execute until UDP has pending 

datagrams 
   { 
      QbyteArray datagram; //define array 
      datagram.resize(mUdpListener‐>pendingDatagramSize()); // set array size 
      QHostAddress sender; 
      quint16 senderPort; 
 
      mUdpListener‐>readDatagram(datagram.data(), datagram.size(), 
      &sender, &senderPort(); // read datagram with specified varaibles 
      mLastListenerAddress = sender; 
      double a[3]; 
      memcpy(&a, datagram.data(), 3 * sizeof(double)); // copy datagram data to 

variable a 
 
   } 
} 

 
Listing 6.1. Listening to UDP from RC Car Tool 

The communication from UDP is setup to listen to the data sent by Simulink and decode the 
data. 
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Void CarInterface::nmeaReceived(quint8 id, QByteArray nmea_msg) 
{ 
   if (id == mId) 
   { 
      ui‐>nmeaBrowser‐> > append(QString::fromLocal18Bit(nmea_msg)); 
      mNmeaForwardServer‐>broadcastData(nmea_msg); // sending data 
 
      if (ui‐>udpListenBox‐>isChecked())// execute if we want to listen 
      { 
         QtextStream lines(nmea_msg); 
 
         while (!lines.atEnd()) // execute until end of lines 
         { 
            QString line = lines.readLine(); // read line by line 
            QByteArray data = line.toLocal8Bit(); // save line to array variable 
 
            NmeaServer::nmea_gga_info_t gga; 
            int res = NmeaServer::decodeNmeaGGA(data, gga); 
            mLastGga = gga; 
            } 
 
         } 
      } 
   } 
} 

 
Listing 6.2. Listening an NMEA protocol 

This also listens to the data sent by the RC cars GPS. This is to map the Simulink waypoint 
and RC cars actual position. This information is delivered to the user by RC Car Tool which 
has a tab for virtually visualising the data. 

6.3. Communication from RC Car Tool to RC Car 

 

Figure 6.4. USB Mote 
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Communication between RC car and RC Car Tool is wireless and it uses USB Mote which is 
showed in figure 6.4. Mote uses 802.15.4 radio to send data such as start byte, byte 
specifying packet length, payload, two CRC and stop byte. After assembling payload it is 
possible to communicate with a car. 

Some of the commands are used to get data, some to set some features or sent by a car 
periodically, like NMEA messages, MOSFET temperature or battery voltage level. 

For example we can see how the command CMD_SET_POS is used to tell the car where it is 
now, and it looks like the following: 

 
case CMD_SET_POS: { 
   float x, y, angle; //define variables as float 
   int32_t ind = 0; 
   x = buffer_get_float32(data, 1e4, &ind); //get variable from buffer 
   y = buffer_get_float32(data, 1e4, &ind); //get variable from buffer 
   angle = buffer_get_float32(data, 1e6, &ind); //get variable from buffer 
   pos_set_xya(x, y, angle); //pass variables to function 
} break; 
 

 
Listing 6.3. Setting up position  

The first 4 bytes are the X position of the car in meters, scaled by 10000 (0.1 mm resolution), 
the next four bytes are the y position and the last four bytes are the angle in degrees, scaled 
by 1000000. The buffer_get and buffer_set functions are in the file buffer.c, and looks like 
the following: 

// this function is responsible to get int32  
int32_t buffer_get_int32(const uint8_t *buffer, int32_t *index) 
{ 
   int32_t res = ((uint32_t)buffer[*index]) << 24 | 
      ((uint32_t)buffer[*index + 1]) << 16 | 
      ((uint32_t)buffer[*index + 2]) << 8 | 
      ((uint32_t)buffer[*index + 3]); 
   *index += 4; 
   return res; 
} 

 

 

Listing 6.4. Decoding the data from RC Car Tool 

The most significant bits are sent first for multi-byte numbers. 

6.4. Modifications in environment 

This chapter describes about the modification of the environment that has been done .The 
detailed description of each element will be discussed in next chapters. Trajectory generation 
had to use both the applications. So in order to use both applications for enhanced and 
efficient results there were few changes that had to be made in both applications. The SPAS 
gives input signals like predicted future state of VUT, Present state of the VUT car to the 
trajectory generation block. This trajectory generation block will be inside SPAS to connect 
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with the main system. After the trajectory has been built it is sends the trajectory to RC Car 
Tool which sends it to the RC car. The main purpose of using the RC Car Tool is to keep the 
rigid interface between RC car and the software. This also helps to visualize the cars route. 

6.5.  Modifications in SPAS 

The whole structure of the spas was not altered instead the flexibility of SPAS allows us to 
create a separate object for RC car and then connect it to the whole system. The project uses 
files from SPAS and later the project is planned to be integrated to SPAS. The whole SPAS 
follows a particular format to name the blocs, signals and structure of the process. Our project 
has followed the same structure and format. 
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6.5.1. Place of our algorithm in SPAS 

 

Figure 6.5. Adding objects to the main system 
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Each driver can be connected to the main system. A separate driver for connecting the RC car 
is created (figure 6.5). The driver will consist of a VUT block and a RC block. The existing 
system has a driver with AD Pilot a normal driver and another driver that can be connected 
by CAN to VUT.  

 

Figure 6.6. Changing the driver 
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Each of this driver was created for different functionality. The fourth driver is where our 
trajectory planner is going to be placed. This Driver can be changed by overdriving the 
variant conditions in the block parameters of driver block. VUT block has been used in our 
thesis to make our trajectories dependent on VUT trajectory with certain constrains. The actor 
block used here can be a virtual actor or ABD Actor (figure 6.6). It is named as ABD actor 
because the block is connected to AB Dynamics steering wheel, which is a steering robot. 

6.5.2. Collection of signals 

The main reason we are using SPAS is to use the virtual actor’s position which is the main 
reference parameters for our RC car. These signals are in the form of bus signals. A Simulink 
composite signal is called a bus signal, or just a bus. The signals that constitute a bus are 
called elements. These elements can be of any type. In this chapter we will see where these 
bus signals are taken from. 

 

Figure 6.7. Actor object 

This actor block can be chosen which actor we will be using depend on the application 
(figure 6.7). For our project we will be using Virtual actor and ABD Actor. The virtual actor 
is the simulation version of the real car and ABD actor is connected to the real car through 
ABD steering hand. 

Our whole aim is to follow the VUT (virtual or ABD) actor in parallel. We need the actor’s 
position (x, y) and velocity to create the waypoints for RC car. Most of the input signals that 
we need to create the trajectory is taken from the VUT’s sub block ‘Motion controller’.  
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Figure 6.8. Virtual actor block 

Each Actor block has a trajectory arbitration and actor block (figure 6.8). The trajectory 
arbitration block checks if the desired trajectory for the actor is set within the safety trajectory 
if not it modifies to the safest trajectory sets and give it as an input to the actors. Here the 
desired trajectory and safety trajectory for each actor can be manually scripted. The elements 
are defined and clubbed as a bus signal and given to the blocks. The output bus of this block 
gives the bus signal “Actor bus” which gives the position of the virtual actor. This signal is 
used in the projects algorithm to create waypoints for RC car. In the next diagram it explains 
in detail where these signals come from. 
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  Figure 6.9. Inside of Virtual Actor block 
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The motion controller block controls the input commands for the virtual actor. It determines 
the error of the virtual actor and compensates it. The high level control of the virtual actor 
happens here. Modelling the VUT car with all constraints is done in “object 7dof” Then the 
position of the modelled car is taken out as Actor bus. 

 

Figure 6.10. Actor Bus 
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The Bus signal which is required for our thesis is has 10 elements in which we need PoseBus 
which is a sub Bus signal of Actor bus (figure 6.10). PoseBus consists of the elements which 
can be used determine the position of the Virtual actor. It has the velocity along x direction, 
velocity along y direction, Length of the x component, Length of the y component, forward 
velocity and the yaw of the VUT.  

 

Figure 6.11. ABD Actor block 

The structure is the same for ABD Actor as it is for virtual actor (figure 6.11). The only 
difference would be the car definitions are not modelled but connected to a real car.  
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Figure 6.12. Inside of ABD Actor block 
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The virtual actor was more of Software in Loop and ABD actor is more like Hardware In 
Loop (Vehicle In the Loop). The ABD Actor send the steering commands to the VUT 
according to the desired trajectory and the scenario in which the real car is been tested. 

The PoseReceive block receives the GPS signals from the car and converts it to Cartesian 
coordinate and loop it back to the motion controller. In case of using the virtual actor for our 
thesis we take the elements from this block to create the ActorBus like we saw in figure 6.12. 

 

Figure 6.13. Pose bus in ABD actor 

The GPS signals (NCOM) is read and converted to Cartesian coordinates in the 
ProjectToCartesian block and it is extrapolated to check if the GPS signals are valid to use 
them (figure 6.13). 

6.5.3. Coordinate transformation 

The coordinates of VUT, RC car, GPS are brought to the same coordinates so that the entire 
calculation is based on one coordinates. The GPS coordinates are in latitude, longitude. This 
is converted to Cartesian (x, y) with centre (0, 0) as some point in Hällered Test track.  
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Then the output is combined into bus signal as “Pose measured” (figure 6.14). 

 

Figure 6.14. Coordinates transformation for VUT 

 

A function is created in Matlab that can converts the Latitude and Longitude to x and y and 
velocity (both north and east velocity) information from GPS into velocity along x and 
velocity along y.  
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Figure 6.15. Coordinates transformation for RC Car 
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The same Matlab function can be used to transform the GPS coordinates of the RC car (figure 
6.15). The GPS signals for RC car is received from the car to RF Mote which is interfaced to 
the RC Car Tool and from there it is sent to Simulink using UDP. The communication part of 
the tools and hardware is discussed in previous chapters. 

The coordinate transformation of RC car is important so that in future if the whole program 
loop is closed. These information can be looped and generation of the waypoints can be 
corrected for the error that occurs in the hardware. 

6.5.4. Trajectory planning 

In the previous chapters we saw how the signals are been collected from different part of the 
whole project. In this chapter the algorithm created to generate the waypoints of RC car so 
that it follows the VUT in parallel is discussed. The detailed description of this chapter will 
be discussed in next chapters. 
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Figure 6.16. Trajectory Planner algorithm 
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Block one collects the signals from SPAS and converts the bus signal to individual elements 
so that it can be used separately by different blocks. The signals which are collected are 
single type and they are converted to double type signal using a Simulink converter block. 
Signal Velocity along x and y are used in ‘hypot’ so that it gives the actual velocity of the 
VUT and saturated to constraints of the RC car and converted to double type. Velocity along 
x and y is used to calculate the original velocity of VUT. 

 
		  

(1) 

Block two collects the signals from RC Car Tool through UDP and converts them to 
individual elements so that the GPS elements can be converted to Cartesian separately and 
other elements can be used in planar separately. We get xoffset, yoffset, Lat, Long, yaw, 
height, velocity, actual RCx, RCy from the interface. 

The third block calculates the velocity for the RC. The Detailed explanation of this block is 
discussed in upcoming chapters. 

The fourth block is the main block which calculates the x and y of the RC car using all the 
signals that is collected. The waypoints are in x, y, v format in double type which is sent to 
RC Car Tool through UDP. The detailed explanation of the block will be discussed in the 
upcoming chapters 

6.6. Modifications in Qt Creator 

RC Car Tool was created in Qt Creator. This tool is the interface between the hardware and 
the user. To integrate this with the SPAS in Matlab/Simulink there were few modifications 
which had to be done. 
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6.6.1. Place of our algorithm in RC Car Tool 

 

Figure 6.17. Interface outlook 

The RC Car Tool (figure 6.17) was created in way that you can set the way points manually 
in the map using a mouse and the RC car receives this waypoints and reaches the manually 
given waypoint. The interface was changed in such a way that instead of manually giving the 
way points the waypoints are given from Matlab/Simulink. 
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6.6.2. Collection of variables 

A User Datagram Protocol connection was set between The RC Car Tool app and Simulink 
as seen in communication chapter. 

 
void CarInterface::udpListenerData() 
{ 
   while (mUdpListener‐>hasPendingDatagrams()) // execute until udp listener has 

pedning datagrams 
   { 
      QByteArray datagram; //define array 
      datagram.resize(mUdpListener‐>pendingDatagramSize()); // set datagram array to 

specific size 
      QHostAddress sender; 
      quint16 senderPort; 
 
      mUdpListener‐>readDatagram(datagram.data(), datagram.size(), 
                               &sender, &senderPort); // read datagram data with 

specific variables 
      mLastListenerAddress = sender; 
 
      double a[3]; // define a variable 
      memcpy(&a, datagram.data(), 3 * sizeof(double)); // copy datagram data to a 

varaible 
 
   } 
} 
 

 

Listing 6.5. Collection of variables 

The RC Car Tool is scripted to send information to the port which it receives information 
from. This happens so that the sending and receiving can be synchronised. a[0], a[1] and a[2] 
are x, y and v that’s received from Simulink over the UDP. 

6.6.3. Replacing original variables 

The original variables in the code have to be replaced by the data that is received from the 
Simulink. 

6.6.4. Converting to payload 

 
LocPoint &LocPoint &LocPoint::operator=(const LocPoint &point) 
[ 
   mX = point.mX; 
   mY = point.mY; 
   mAlpha = point.mAlpha; 
   mSpeed = point.mSpeed; 
   mRadius = point.mRadius; 
   mSigma = point.mSigma; 
   return*this; 
]LocPoint::operator=(const LocPoint &point) 

 

Listing 6.6. Converting to payload 
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Here the pointer x and y in the map after the click was taken as they waypoint (x, y) and for 
the velocity it was set in a box in the interface manually. This creates the waypoint for the 
cars. 

 
void LocPoint::setXY(double x, double y) 
{ 
   mX = x; 
   mY = y; 
} 

 

Listing 6.7. Creating waypoints based on taken mouse-click 

Now for our project we have replaced the variables mX, mY, into x, y that we send from 
Matlab.  

 
if (mMap) 
{ 
   LocPoint p; //setup p 
   p.setXY(a[0], a[1]); // set x,y coordinates for p 
   p.setSpeed(a[2]); // set speed for p 
   mMap‐>addRoutePoint(p); // for nMap add p route point  
   mMap‐>repaintinAfterEvents(); // for nMap repeat after events 
 
   (if (ui‐>updateRouteFromMapBox‐>isChecked()) 
   { 
      QList<LocPoint> points; //define points 
      points.append(p); // append p to points 
 
      mMap‐>setEnabled(false); //nMap set enable to false 
      bool ok = mPacketInterface‐>setRoutePoints(mId, points); // set route 

points for mPacketInterfece and store return 
      mMap‐>setEnabled(true); //nMap set enable to true 
 
      if (!ok) 
      { 
      QMessageBox:warning(this, "Autopilot," 
         "No ack received, so the last route was most likely not set"); 
 
      } 
   } 
} 

 

Listing 6.8. Replaced variables 

This part of the codes sets x, y as the value that has been received a[0] and a[1] and sets the 
speed as a[3]. And once the “update route from map” has been clicked the waypoints (x, y 
and v) are sent as packet to RC car through RF Mote. 
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PacketInterface::PacketInterface(Qobject *parent) : 
QObject(parent) 
{ 
   mSendBuffer = new quint8[mMaxBufferLen + 20]; 
 
   mRxState = 0; 
   mRxTimer = 0; 
 
   //Packet State 
   mPayloadLength = 0; 
   mRxDataPtr = 0; 
   mCrcLow = 0; 
   mCrcHigh = 0; 
 
   mTimer = new Qtimer(this); 
   mTimer‐>setInterval(10); 
   mTimer‐>start(); 
 
   mHostAddress = QHostAddress("0.0.0.0"); 
   mUdpPort = 0; 
   mUdpSocket = new QUdpSocket(this); 
 
   connect(mUdpSocket, SIGNAL(readyRead()), 
      this, SLOT(readPendingDatagram())); 
   connect(mTimer, SIGNAL(timeout()), this, SLOT(timerSlot())); 
 
} 

 
Listing 6.9. Packets sent to RC Car 

The waypoints are converted into a payload and added to structure of the packets that is been 
sent to RF Mote to RC car receiver. The structure of the payload is shown in the above figure. 
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7. Algorithm and adaptations for generating waypoints for RC car 

The second contribution of the thesis to the project is to develop an algorithm and adapt the 
existing codes. 

7.1.1. Modelling and identification of the system 

The system that is used in the thesis has to be modelled in Simulink to test it in SPAS. This 
was mandatory before testing it in real environment. The RC car dynamics has to be 
identified and modelled. 

7.1.2. Modelling of the RC car 

The VUT and the environments have already been modelled in SPAS. The RC car should 
also be modelled. 

The value of each parameter is saved as vector. Pairing these vectors they are used as matrix. 
The axis system used is to describe the position and the motion of the RC car in the project is 
normal Cartesian frame.  

According to the equation of motion and single track model [22] 

  (2) 

   (3) 

  (4) 

 		 	cos  (5) 

 		 	sin  (6) 

 cos
tan  

(7) 

 
arctan	

tan
 

(8) 

 

f   Longitudinal tire force, 
f   Lateral tire force, 
m Mass of the vehicle, 
v   Longitudinal velocity, 
v   Lateral velocity, 

v  Longitudinal acceleration, 
v  Lateral acceleration, 

 Rotational velocity on the wheels, 
      Rotational acceleration on the wheels, 

I  Yaw moment of inertia of vehicle, 
x   Longitudinal position, i = number of the sample, 
y   Lateral position, i = number of the sample, 
φ  RC car yaw rate, 
v  RC car velocity, 
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v RC car acceleration, 
δ   Front wheel steering angle, 
δ   Rear wheel steering angle (assumed to be 0 here), 
l   Distance from vehicle centre of gravity to front wheels, 
l   Distance from vehicle centre of gravity to rear wheels, 
β RC car slip angle. 
 
Front wheels of the RC car are set at A and rear wheels are set at B. Velocity at front wheels 
and rears wheels are in line with wheel angle. 

The origin has in the backwards of the RC car. To model the RC car as a box moving with an 
observable heading. #DOF included in the planar model is 3DOF. 

7.1.3. Simulink Implementation of the RC car 

The equation that has been adapted from the author Rajamani has been modelled in Simulink. 
These kinematic equation for position, yaw of the car using the input commands like 
acceleration and steering angle is the base model of the RC car (figure 7.1). 

 

Figure 7.1. RC Car model 

The detailed modelling of each block has been shown in Fig 7.1 .The other equations are 
modelled below (figures 7.2 and 7.3). 
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Figure 7.2. Simulink model to calculate PSI 

 

Figure 7.3. Simulink model to calculate x, y 

The position (x, y) using v, beta and psi (figures 7.4 and 7.5) is explained above which is in 
accordance to equation 4 and 5. 
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Figure 7.4. Simulink model to calculate beta 

 

Figure 7.5. Simulink model to calculate velocity 

The algorithm is to create dependent variable. Each variable of the RC car is a function of the 
variables of VUT. So the general Equation that has been used is 

  (9) 

The variables define the waypoints of the RC car. These  are collection of 
output signals that come from a complex MIMO plant.  
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7.1.4. Modelling VUT car and scenario 

VUT and the scenario have been already created by Volvo cars in SPAS. The study of 
modelling the car is done. The linked files for these modelling are just imported to our 
workspace.  

7.2. Decision support system 

The decision system for the whole process is places in SPAS. The main objective of the RC 
car can be planned in SPAS side of our project. Other main decision can be controlled from 
SPAS. The high level decision is made by the engineers and other level of decision can be 
programmed in each layer of the project. Most of the decision is made in SPAS side which 
makes it more flexible for future work and development 

7.3. Trajectory planning 

Trajectory planning or the motion planning for RC car is main asset of the project-The 
chapter explains in detail about the algorithm used to create the input for RC Car Tool which 
are the waypoints. The main elements of the waypoints to RC Car Tool is x, y and v 
( . 

7.3.1. Trajectory planning for X, Y 

The basic idea of the algorithm that has been used is explained below step by step. 

The basic idea of this trajectory planning for RC car is to use x, y of VUT as reference and 
generate its own x, y. From the signals which we receive from the virtual actor. The bus 
signal has been split and x, y of the signal is taken. This x and y is plotted as red dots.  

 

Figure 7.6. Automatically generated VUT waypoints 
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Now using the yaw of the virtual actor from the bus signal the heading of the virtual actor is 
drawn (figure 7.6). Adding the yoffset to cos and sin components we can determine the 
length of the line which is the actually the offset between RC and VUT in real time. 

 
trialx = x1 + yoffset*cos(car_Yaw); 
trialy = y1 + yoffset*sin(car_Yaw); 

 
Listing 7.1. Script to plot the trajectory 

The x, y of RC car is named as ,  . Then end point of the heading line is named as trialx 
and traily  

 

 

Figure 7.7. Heading of VUT with offset 

Now the heading is not calculated for all the points of VUT. The RC Car Tool does not 
require so much of waypoints. So the algorithm is designed to use the heading for few points 
by giving a delay in the Simulink model. This is done by reducing the sampling time using 
delay blocks. 
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Figure 7.8. Heading is turned to 90 degree 

The line is now rotated by 90 degree. 

 
trialfx = trialx ‐ x1; 
trialfy = trialy ‐ y1; 
 
rightfx = trialfy.*(‐1); 
rightFy = trialfx; 

 
Listing 7.2. Script to rotate the trajectory by 90 degree 

The process of rotating a matrix is followed here to rotate the vectors that is used to draw the 
lines. This is done for each line (heading) that has been sampled. 
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Figure 7.9. Automatically generated RC Car way points 

The end point of the rotated line is been taken as the points for the RC car. The last element 
of the vector is taken as the x and y for the RC car. This x and y then is checked with all 
constraints and modified. 

7.3.2. Algorithm for velocity 

The Block 3 in trajectory planner that we have discussed in earlier chapters is discussed in 
detail. 

The RC car velocity has to be updated according to the turns of VUT. In a straight line the 
velocity of the car tries to have the same velocity of the VUT. If the velocity is more than 80 
km/h then the RC car has reached its maximum speed .In this case the max speed is set for all 
values of VUT velocity that’s more than the max value. Now the RC car velocity is updated. 
If the RC car is set on left and the VUT car turns left the velocity is increased so that it can 
match the long curve with its speed. Likewise if the VUT is making a turn on right when the 
RC car is on left The RC car velocity is decreased to match up the speed of VUT with small 
curvature (figure 7.10). 
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Figure 7.10. Velocity updating algorithm idea  

The velocity is then checked with all constraints and sent to block 4 where it sends the 
waypoints as a packet over UDP to RC Car Tool. 

7.4. Control system 

The third most important contribution of the thesis to the project is to closed the loop and 
improve the waypoints from the feedback received. Here the Feedback is the actual position 
of the VUT and RC car. 

7.4.1. Low level control system 

The low level of control is the Controller in the hardware which takes care of the input signal 
like acceleration and steering angle. The controller used here is dependent on the waypoints. 
The controller is designed in such a way that it has to reach the waypoint from where it is 
located and where the car is. In cases of hardware constraints like turning angle the RC car 
waits for the next way point and recalculates the input command to reach that point skipping 
the next one. This low level controller controls the steering and acceleration motor. The 
controller used here is custom designed by Benjamin Vedder. 

7.4.2. High level control system 

The high level of controller is designed by Volvo in SPAS. This is high level of controller for 
our project, since the RC car motion completely depends on the motion of the VUT. The 
motion controller predicts the future state of the VUT and change the input commands like 
acceleration, brake, steering angle and yaw of the car. 
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7.4.3. Medium level control system 

The medium level control was planned to control the generation of waypoints according to 
RC car. The GPS signals and/or RTK signals can be looped and compensated by 
recalculating the way points. 

 

Figure 7.11. Medium Level Control System 
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8. Validation and results analysis 

Validation of final algorithm had a few steps. Before RC car had been received, authors were 
testing ways to reach the goal as – simulating RC car model itself, testing it’s model 
responses for changes of VUT model positions and running it at test track with VUT model. 
Results have been shown below. 

8.1.  Simulated RC Car  

The modelled RC car in Simulink is tested to follow a predefined waypoint first. The same 
simulation was developed to check the software that was developed to generate the waypoints 
for RC car to follow the VUT. 

8.1.1. Simulation results analysis 

 

Figure 8.1. Simulink model to run the simulation of RC Car following the trajectory 
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In the figure 8.1 is shown RC car model, which was first step in the project. In figure 8.2 it is 
shown as green box. 

 

Figure 8.2. Grouped Simulink model to run the simulation 

The figure 8.2 is final first step result of making control algorithm. It allows to set different 
velocities and steering options as inputs and observe X and Y position as well as heading 
angle. Outputs can be plotted with ‘plot 2D’ block and stored as video file. Screens of these 
files are shown in subchapter 1.1.3.  
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8.1.2. Visualisation analysis   

 

Figure 8.3. Simulated RC Car turning with constant turning angle 

Figure 8.3 shows the result of applying inputs as 1 [m/s] and constant turning angle which 
come with result as circle path. 

 

Figure 8.4. Simulated RC Car turning with varying turning angle 

In figure 8.4 there is trajectory reached by applying constant velocity and changing steering 
angle. 
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8.2. Simulated VUT and RC  

The individual simulated blocks for RC car and VUT is now available. This is used to test the 
main software in the simulated environment. 

8.2.1. Simulation results analysis 

 

Figure 8.5. Simulink model to run the simulation of the RC and VUT 

Next step was to include virtual VUT to simulation and test control algorithm. 
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8.2.2. Visualisation analysis   

 

Figure 8.6. Testing scenario with VUT trajectory as straight line and 0.5 [m] offset (both RC Car and VUT simulated) 

First test was as simple as possible. VUT going straight and RC car following it. In the figure 
red dots showing present VUT position and blue circles are generated by control algorithm as 
waypoints for RC car (waypoints include X, Y and velocity at which point supposed to be 
reached. Distance between VUT position and waypoints for RC car is set in RC Car Tool as 
offset. 

 

Figure 8.7. Testing scenario with VUT trajectory as sine wave and 0.5 [m] offset (both RC Car and VUT simulated) 
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During simulation of second test, scenario for VUT trajectory was set as sine wave. Same as 
in previous figure, red dots are VUT current position and blue circles are RC Car waypoints. 
At that time shift of the points was vertical. Angle at which waypoint has placed was not 
depend on VUT heading. 

8.3. Real RC Car and simulated VUT 

The results from the simulated environment were positive and the next step was to test the 
real RC Car against simulated VUT. The software receives the position of VUT from 
simulation and calculates the waypoint. This waypoint is given to real RC Car. This test 
needs to have a wide and hassle free test track as the RC Car would be following a simulated 
VUT. 
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8.3.1. Simulation results analysis 

 

Figure 8.8. Simulink model to run the simulation for original actor and RC Car 
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In above figure there is working control system for simulated VUT (VUT virtual actor) and 
real RC car. In Matlab Function at left there is scenario stored as excel sheet. Virtual Actor is 
responsible for simulating VUT, whose outputs are dependent on the scenario. In RC 
Trajectory Planner there is a control algorithm responsible for shifting waypoints according 
to offsets from RC Car Tool and VUT heading as well as updating RC car velocity according 
to present situation on track. 

8.3.2. Visualisation analysis  

 

Figure 8.9. Testing scenario with VUT trajectory as straight line and 1 [m] offset (real RC Car and simulated VUT) 

Figure 8.9 shows diagram of test with virtual VUT and real RC Car. Red circles are VUT 
waypoints taken from scenario and red dots (covered by red circles) shows estimated VUT 
position. Blue circles are waypoints (shifted by 1 meter offset) and blue dots are real position 
for RC Car (taken from RC GPS).  

At the beginning both cars are at origin. RC Car is reaching proper position after about 5 
meters with small overshot and getting stabilised at 1 meter line. 
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Figure 8.10. Testing scenario with VUT trajectory as sine wave and 5 [m] offset (real RC car and simulated VUT) 

Second test with real RC Car relied on following simulated VUT. As trajectory 10 meters 
amplitude sine wave was applied. Due to the fact that that simulated VUT (which is XC90) 
was not able to reach waypoints from scenario (red circles) because of its limitations, it 
choose different trajectory (red dots). Nevertheless RC car was following VUT according to 
its present position correctly.  

8.4. Real time RC Car and real time VUT   

Next step would be changing signals coming to RC control block from simulated to real 
VUT. All these signals are collected from OxTS over CAN bus. Motion pack is shown in 
figure 8.10 and collecting signals blocks by Matlab/Simulink side from OxTS CAN bus is 
shown in figure 8.9. 
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Figure 8.11. Real time RC and Real time VUT 
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Figure 8.12. OxTS Motion Pack box [21] 

After applying these changes real RC car will follow real VUT-XC90. 
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9. Conclusion and future work   

Volvo Cars Corporation is working on really interesting development which is Drive-Me 
project, which makes cars possible to drive autonomously. To test all systems which are 
developed on the way from regular cars, by automated cars to autonomous ones, which are 
called ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistant Systems), Volvo has developed SPAS which 
stands for Simulations Platform for Active Safety. Drive-Me system will be available in 
regular Volvo XC90 cars next year, 2017. At that time ‘autonomous drive’ will be available 
under limited conditions, like traffics. In 2020 Drive-Me system will turn automated cars into 
fully autonomous ones, which will not need driver at all.  

9.1. Conclusion 

This paper is about one of the several modules in SPAS. Described algorithms allows RC car 
platform to follow car equipped in Motion Pack. Original idea was to have a mobile platform 
follow an Autonomous Car with Motion Pack inside and taking video of tests. Now it is also 
a good base algorithm to turn mobile videoing platform into soft targets like moose, obstacles 
and so on. 

The primary focus of the project was to connect incompatible applications, environments and 
platform delivered by different companies and departments. Set communication protocols in 
different technologies. The result of that is two way communication between RC Car 
wirelessly with RC Car Tool as well as between RC Car Tool over UDP protocol with SPAS 
in Matlab/Simulink.  

For now, a real RC car is able to follow the simulated VUT in a good way, excluding drifts. 
There are a few reasons for it. The main one is precision and looseness of the hardware’s 
steering system. At present the estimated steering wheels angle is dependent on actual angle 
which turns them in a linear way. Because of low precision of steering system this estimate 
includes a big error (in most of the cases an additive one). To solve that problem sensors on 
steering system should be installed. It will give the real angle of wheels instead of an 
estimated one. Another solution to compensate this is closing control low, which has no 
feedback loop. Depending on the accuracy which is necessary there are two ways to do that – 
install Real Time Kinematics (RTK) and close the control law with this. Second one is GPS 
(which signal are already delivered in SPAS). RTK will give accuracy at the level of a few 
centimetres, GPS of few meters. One of these drift compensations will be possible even 
without steering angle sensor. 
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9.2. Future work 

In this thesis work we have established the basic communication of tools and presented a way 
to follow the VUT. This work can be enhanced and improved in so many directions.  

9.2.1. Future improvements in the thesis 

Few of the suggested future works would be  

 To find the reasons for drift, 
 To decrease drift from proper trajectory, 
 To stabilize in all surface conditions, 
 Open loop control law (no-RTK, no-GPS), 
 Precision/looseness of the hardware, 
 Install RTK, 
 Use already delivered do SPAS signals to close control law by GPS signals, 
 Install sensors on steering system to have real angle of wheels instead of estimated 

one (in theory linear dependency on stepper motor angle). 

9.2.2. Future applications using the thesis 

The work can open up to lot of applications related to testing the autonomous vehicles. Few 
suggested applications are 

 Running simulation and sending stored waypoints to RC Car Tool instead of doing 
that online; would make tests results much easier to analyse in way ‘how much 
simulation covered the real test, 

 Adding wireless joystick to change all parameters of simulation simultaneously/online  
 Improving ‘Updating Velocities’ block – instead of adding/ subtracting velocities, add 

to waypoint x, y, v parameter which will tell at what exactly time that point should be 
reached and make acceleration/velocity dependent on that, 

 Making a RC waterproof, 
 Adding a camera on top of RC – rotating moves based on image processing algorithm 

or to simplify it use existing solution – camera following locator device put in VUT, 
 To reach accuracy of following a real car equipped with OxTS RT-3002 with a fixed 

offset by 5 cm, 0.5 kph, 1.0 degree, <1.0 degrees/sec. 
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